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Some parallel results of Gross’ paper (Potentlal theory on HAbert space,
1. Fzrnctiod
Analysis
1 (1967), 123-I 81) are obtained for I-MenbeckOrnstein process U(t) in an abstract Wiener space (H, B, i). Generalized number
operator
I’ is defined by .,$-f(x) =: ~lim,2,,[Elf(U(T,~))]
-- j(x)j/E[~~‘],
whcrc ryE is the first exit time of U(t) starting at x from the ball of radius E
with center N. It is shown that ,t’f(s)
:: -trace D’f(r)
i- <.Df(s), .u> for a
large class of functions f. Let Y~(s.,dy) be the transltion probabilities
of U(t).
‘I’hc A-potential CAM, X :> 0, and normalized potential Rf off are defined by
G j(x)
== J”p emAtrf f(x) dt and Iif
-: sc [vJ(x) ~ yt f(O)] dt. It is shown
that iff is a bounded Lip-l fun&Ion then trace U’Gn f(s) ~~ UG’^ f (v), r;> ==
-j(x)
+ MI&j(x) and tract PR,f(x)
:DWb),
x>
--.f(s) + J”s.f(~)~ddyL
where p, is the Wiener measure in B T\-ith parameter 1. Some approximation
theorems are also proved.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Tn [3] Gross has proved
some theorems
in potential
theory on
IIilbert
space. There the theory is associated with Wiener process
in an abstract Wiener
space [2]. In this paper, we will prove some
similar theorems
with respect to Uhlenbeck-Ornstein
process. The
terminology
and notation
in [3] will be adopted
here. Let IV(t)
denote
a Wiener
process in an abstract
Wiener
space (H, B, i).
of the stochastic
Uhlenbeck-Ornstein
process U(t) is the solution
differential
equation
dU(t) - 2/2 &I’(~) - 7:(t) dt. (see [6, 81 for
the discussion
of stochastic
differential
equations
in (77, B, z)).
Using Ito’s lemma, we can express the solution
7:(t) explicitly
by
7-(t) = C’.Y + ~‘2 ]I e”~m’dW(s). Note that
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in probability
law, where I&’ is a Wiener process. Therefore,
transition probabilities rl(x, dy) of U(t) are given by
rl(.t., dy) = pl_+(e+.5

dy),

t > 0,

the

XEB,

where {p!(~, dy); t > 0, x E B} are the transition probabilities of W(t).
Suppose f is a function defined in B such that the H-derivatives
Of(x) is in B* and D2f(x) is a trace class operator for each x in B.
Define the differential operator N by
iVf(.~) = -trace Wf(,z) + (Df(x), x/.
The closed extension N of N in I,“(B, pi) is known as the number
operator in quantum field theory. It has been proved by Piech [lo]
that N extends to function f in L”(B, p,) such that 1Of(x); and
11D2f(x);12 exist a.e. x[p,], and the functions : Of I and I/ Dzf lj2 are
in L2(B, p,).
Let g be a measurable function defined in a neighborhood
of a
point x in B. The generalized number operator of g at x is defined b>

when it exists. Here T,~<is the first exit time of L:(t) starting at x from
the ball of radius E with center X. We will show that E[T,‘] -C a
and ..&“g = Ng for a large class of functions g.
The h-potential (A > 0) of a measurable function f on B is defined
bY
G,\f(x) =-- I-- e+r,f(.x)
‘II

tit,

whenever it exists. Here r,f (x) -~=JBf(y) ~,(a-,dy). We will show
that if f is a bounded Lip-l
function then NGAf is defined and
It is well known that when h = 0 the above
NG,f =f-AG,.
integral diverges even when f is bounded and Lip-l. However, the
following normalization
provides a trick for dealing with the case
X = 0. Define the normalized potential of J by

whenever it exists. We will show that if f is bounded and Lip-l then
NRf is defined and NRf = f ~ JBf(y) p,(dy). The technique
we use below to show the regularity properties of G,,f and Rf has
also been used in [8]. Finally, we will prove three approximation
theorems which show that Nf is defined for a large class of functions.
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2. THE STATEMENTS OF THEOREMS

Let C,(B) denote the Banach space of bounded uniformly
continuous functions on B vanishing at oz. Let C,(B) consist of all
bounded uniformly continuous functions on B with bounded support.
Clearly, C,(B) is d ense in C,(B). /j . /I.+ will denote B*-norm
and
11,. )]I the operator norm in L(B, B*).
THEOREM 1. (a)
semigroup on C,,(B).

(Ye ; 1 3 O>form

a strongly

continuous

contraction

twice Frechet dzzeyentiable
on B such that .f
o(/l x11-l) as jl x I/ --t co, f”
is bounded and
ll~f”(~)ill - 0 as II * II - co and the map f”: B - L(B, B*) is uniformly
B continuous in the weak operator topology. Then f is in the domain of
the injinitesmal
generator of I, and

(b)

f is
i[f'(x)I/.+ =

Suppose

is bounded,

THEOREM 2. Suppose g is a twice H-differentiable
function
defined
on an open subset V of B such that (i) Dg(x) E B* for eacla x in V, j Dg I
is bounded and the map x F+ (Dg(x), x> is continuous on V, aud (ii)
D2g(x) E ,JIPI(H) fey each x in V and the map x F+ D2g(x) is continuous
from V into .ZI(H), where L?.(H) denotes the trace class operators of H.
Then the generalized
number operator .A ‘g(x) exists for each x in V
and A-g = Ng.

The following theorem has been considered by Piech [9]. IVe will
give a different proof by using the technique developed in the proof
of [8, Chap. III, ‘Theorem 4.61.
?‘HEORE~~ 3. Suppose f is a bounded Lip-l
junction
OIZ B. Let
x
and
p
=
sup{]
f
(x)
-,f(
y)l/l
x
y
jl;
x
+
J>. Then
44 4 = yJ( )

(a)

Du(t,

x) E B*,

I Du(t, x) fog all x andy
(b)

// Du(t,

< per1 for all t and x.

Du(t, $1 >, (I%-=(I -

in B and <Du(t,

e-y:2

/( .v - ?’ ;J

x), x,) is continuous in (t, x) E (0, -L) x B.

D%(t, .x) E 9,(H),

and D2u is uniformly
a > 0.

x)ll,

continuous

11D%(t, x)lll

from

[a, ~1) x B into PI(H),

where
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(c) For each x in B, u(t, x) is di$erentiable in t and ou(t, x)/i3
-Nu(t,
x).
(4

l%,

u(t, x) = f(x)

=

unzformly on any bounded subset of B.

THEOREM 4. Let f be a bounded Lip-l
function on B. Then
DGnf (x) E B* and D2G,f (x) E Tl(H) for each x in B, and hTG,f =
f - AG,, .
THEOREM 5. Let f be a bounded Lip-l
function on B. Then
DRf (x) E B* and D2Rf (x) E -PI(H) for each x in B, and NRf 7
f - JBf (Y) PddY).
THEOREM 6 (Goodman [I]).
,4 bounded uniformly
continuous
function f on B can be uniformly approximated by bounded functions u
satisfying the .following conditions.

(i) Du(x) is in B* for each x in B and 1~Du(x)lj* is bounded on B.
There is a constant c such that / Du(x) - Du(y)l < c i~x - y 11for all
x and y in B and ~Du(x), x? is continuous on B.
(ii) D%(x) is a trace class operator for each x in B and D% is
bounded uniformly continuous from B into T1(H). In particular, Mu
is defined and continuous.
THEOREM 7. A function f in C,(B) can be uniformly approximated
by functions u E C,,(B) which satisfy the conditions in Theorem 6 and,
furthermore, i Du(x)l ---f 0 and 1;D‘k(x)]l~e(n) + 0 US :i x ~1+ $2, where
11A I/c/(H) = sup{/ Ah j; h E H, h ’ = I}.

In order to state the next theorem,
Corollary 4.21 we have proved the
abstract Wiener space (H, B, i) there
space (H, 4, i o) and an increasing
projections of H converging strongly
(a)

B,-norm

is stronger than B-norm

(b) each P, extends by continuity
operator norm equal to 1, and
cc>
pl(B,) =
regarded
x E B\B,

we recall that in [8, Chap. I,
following
theorem. For any
exist another abstract Wiener
sequence P,, of orthogonal
to the identity in H such that
(hence B, C B),

to a projection

Q,, of B, with

07, converges strongly to the identity in B, . Note that
1 for all t > 0. Hence a measurable functionfon
B, can be
as a measurable function on B by defining f(x) 2~ 0 for
.
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THEOREM 8. Let C,(B,)
denote the Banach space of bounded
uniformly B, continuous functions with bounded support on B, . Then
C,(B,) is dense in L’(B, p,) for all real r > I.

3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS
In

the following

we will

write

rl(dy)

for ~~(0, dy).

Note

that

r,(dy) = p,-,,-4dy) and rtf(x) = JBf(e-'x +Y> Rudy>.
Proof of Theorem 1. (a) Let f E C,(B) and g = r,f. Let E > 0 be
given. Choose /3 > 0 large enough so that 11f l/m r&i y /j > 13) < 42
and ~f (y)i < c/2 whenever /I y I/ 3 /3. Then when 11x I/ 3 2/3et we
have ,g(x)i < E. Hence g E C,(B). Clearly, {rl ; t 3 0} form a
contraction semigroup on C,,(B). To show the strong continuity,
let
fJ,,f(z) =.f(e-“x).
If E > 0, there exist 6 > 0 and p > 0 such that
< E whenever
lf(4 -f(Y)!
< E whenever jl x - y ij < 6 and If(
Ii 2 ii > /3. Therefore,
; Ytf(.T) - 8,f(x)l

3: c, I f(e-‘,v + y) - f(e-‘.y)l y,(dy)

On the other hand, choose t, such that when 0 < t < t, , we have
e-[ > -i- and 2p(l - e-l) < 6. Then j Off(x) - f (.x)1 < 2~ when
(j x I/ > 28. But when 11x /I < 2& we have I! e-/x - x /j SC:6 and hence
I O,~(,X) -f (x)1 < E. Therefore,
!I 4f-f.!T

c 26

when

0 i: t < f,.

Thus, when 0 < t < t, ,
-; 3E + 2 I’&

1;Ytf-&

Yt({l/y 1;> 6)).

But

r,({;I y 11> 6)) = pl-e-3t((li y j/ 3 S>) + 0 as t -+ 0. Hence
< 4E f or all sufficiently small t and strong continuity
follows.
(b) Let 7 = 1 - e+(. It follows from the proof of [3,
Proposition 81 that the following limit holds uniformly for x E B,

II Y,f-f:l%

l!y

1 M"(e+4

- .f(e+)

T

- $ trace Dz~(e-%)i == 0.

(1)
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But we have
trace D2f(ePfx) - trace P!(x)

= j, ([f”(ePtx)

- f”(x)]y,

yi pl(cty).

Let E > 0 be given, choose /3 > 0 large enough so that ijIf“‘(x)i;l x E
whenever 11x j] > /3. Al so choose t, > 0 so that e-r > im whenever
0 < t < t, . Then, when 0 < t < t, and 11x ]j 3 2& we have
/ trace D2f(e+x) - trace D2f(x)l < 26 1 11y /I2p,(dy).
On the other hand, choose a countable dense subset {q} of the ball
of f’ in the weak
(x; 11x I/ < 2/I). Use th e uniform B continuity
operator topology, it is easy to see that

$(t, Y>= ,,s;g IW”(e+) - f”b41Y,r>l

P

= sup ](f”(ePfx,)
n

- f”(xJ]y,

y>j

is a measurable function of t and y and converges to zero for each y
as t 4 0. But 0 < #(t, y) < 2 IIlf” jllco jj y 112.Hence by Lebesgue’s
dominated convergence theorem,
sup / trace IIzf(e-fx)

-

trace D”f(x)l

< J, #(t, y) p,(dy) -+ 0

as t 4 0.

l1211<28

Therefore,

we have shown that
;r

as tj0.

[ trace D~(e&c) - trace D”f(x)l --) 0

Note that lIf’(4 -f’(~)Il*

(2)

G ll~f” /IL II x -Y Il. Hence lIf’(41x G

a(1 + // x I]) for some constant a. Therefore, (f’(x), x) is a bounded
function because we also have llf’(x)il*
= ~111
xii-‘)
for large 11x Ij
from the assumption.
Let E > 0, choose fi > 0 so large that
llf’(~>l/* II 22I/ -c E whenever /I x !I 3 /?. Let to be such that e-I > 4
whenever 0 C. t < t, . When 0 -: t < t, and 11x 113 2/I, we have
-l (f'([l

I? 0

<l

-t s(e-f -

1)1x) ---f'(x),

f {[I T- s(ect s

I)]-‘6

f) ds /

A c) ds < 3~.

(3)

On the other hand, when jl x // < 2/3,

If

“,I <f ‘U

+ s(eb -

::: 213’(1 -

e-t)l!!f”

1)1x) - f’(x),
~~ -

0

x) ds j
as

t&O.

(4)
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It follows from (3) and (4) that the following
for x in B,
lim

f(e-tx)

i'0

Finally,

-f(x)

=

limit

-(.f'(~)

,.x

>

holds uniformly

.

t

note that lim&T/t)

= 2. Hence (l), (2), and (5) imply

lim Ytf(x) - f(x)
GO
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:- -Nf(x)

that

uniformly.

t

LEMMA
1. For any a E B there exists a real-valued bounded twice
Frechet differentiable function u on B such that the maps u’: B * B*,
d: B --f Z1(H) and Nu: B + R are bounded and continuous, and
Nu(a) > 0.

Proof.
Kuelbs showed in [5] that there is an inner product << , 1;
in B such that {x, x> < 1;x I12for x E B. Let .X be the completion
of B with respect to (( , >. Then (H, 2) is also an abstract Wiener
space. Therefore, there is an injective Hilbert-Schmidt
operator T
of H such that {x, x> = 1 TX i2, x E YzY. Take a smooth function +
on R with compact support and 4’(O) = - 1. It is easy to check that
the function u(x) = $<x - a, x - aI>) satisfies the conditions in
this lemma.
LEMMA
2 (Dynkin’s formula).
Let v be a twice continuously
H-dzzeerentiable function on B such that / Dv [ is bounded, D%(x) E 2;(H)
for each s and the map D%: B + gl(H)
is continuous. Let T be a
bounded stopping time (w.r.t. W(t)). Then
.T

v(x) = E,.v( L(T)) + E, ( Nz(

U(t))

dt

‘0

Proqf.

By [7, Theorem

LEMMA

3.

31.

Let a E B. Then E[T,‘]

< a for all small E > 0.

Proof. We use a method due to Ito [4, p.2, 19.11. Let u be given
as in Lemma 1. Choose Y > 0 small enough so that Nu(x) > & Nu(a)
whenever I! x - a /! < Y. Let 0 < E < T. Define T)?,= min{T,,E, n>. By
Lemma 2,
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Therefore, we have *NV(~) EJTJ < 2 /I z’ lla . That is, E;,[T~] <
4 /I z: j~J,./Nz(u). By the monotone convergence theorem, E[T,‘] <

4 112’ iloc/Nv(a) < cc.
Proof of Theorem 2.
-qg(
The continuity

Therefore,

By Lemma 2 we have

U(,,G))] + g(x) - E [‘“’ A%(C’(t)) dt.
‘0
assumptions

on (Do,

x) and D2g(x) imply

.Ng( x ) exists for each x in B and LI-g(x)

Proof of Theorem 3.
in B. Hence

if(~)

-f(y):

that

= Ng(x).

< /3 11x - y Ij for all x and y

As in [3, Proposition 91, Ylf is infinitely
from the above inequality that

W-differentiable.

It follows

Hence Dr,f (x) E B*. M oreover, for all t > 0 and x E B,
~1Dr,f(.x)~l* :c Fe-“.
of ‘Du(t, x), xh.?
By the above estimate, to show the continuity
on (0, co) x B we need only show that for each y E B, (Du(t, x), y?
is continuous
in (t, X) E (0, co) x B. Choose h, E E-I such that
(Du(t, x), h,)
converges to (:Du(t, x), y>
II 4, - Y II - 0. Then
uniformly. But <Du(t, x), h,) is continuous on (0, KJ) x B. Therefore,
(Du(t, x), y) is continuous for each y E B.
The estimate ; Du(t, X) - Du(t, _v)l follows
easily from [3,
Proposition 91.
Using the semigroup property of Y(, 13-e can write Y, = Y~~Y~,~,
= l.Hence
where a, b >Oanda+b

L’HLENBECK-ORNSTEIN
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From this we easily derive the following
to [8, Chap. III, Lemma 4.41,

relation,

which

is similar

e-“at

trace TD2u(t, x) := I _ e~2al 1 (DYblf(e-af.x + y), I?> r,,(dy),
‘B
where T is a bounded operator of B with finite dimensional range
contained in B*. But 11DrbJ(a)ll*
< pe&‘( for all z in B. Therefore,
e-2at
1trace I’Pu(t,

x)1 :;

1 _ e-2at Wbt j B II TY Ii rd&)
e-(2a+b)t

(1 -

e-2at)1/2

is II T I! J, i’ Y 1P,(~Y)>

where 11T 11is the operator norm of T when it is regarded as an
operator of H. Therefore, D2u(t, x) is a trace class operator of H and
e-(a+l)t
:I w4

Letting

a+

41

G

(,

_

e-!?at)1,2 B

j,

II Y ;I A(e).

1, we have

The uniform continuity
of the map D2u from [a, CD) x B into
Zl(H) can be shown in the same way as in the proof of [8, Chap. III,
Theorem 4.61.
In view of [3, Theorem 31, to show (c) it is sufficient to show that
for each x in B, +J(e-“x)/at
exists and equals to --(Du(t, x), x),
where s = 1 - e-2f, We have

ps,f(e-*-f.v) - pJ(e&x)

and
(Iqt,

x), x\ :-= -e-f(Dpsf(e-t.~),

x>.

Using the above tvvo relations,
we can easily check that
ccl{psf(ec-‘x)
- p,f(ec’x)} -!- ,<Du(t, “),
L’ x ) --f 0 as E -+ 0. Hence we
have proved (c).
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By [3, Theorem 31, lim Jeff
-S(e+x)]
= 0 uniformly on B.
for x in any bounded
But lim,,,Cf(e-lx)
-f(x)]
= 0 uniformly
subset of B because f is Lip-l. Hence we have (d) and the proof of
this theorem has been completed.
Proof

of Theorem

i
‘0

4.

Using Theorem 3 (e), we see that the integrals

Lce-"i DY,f(X) dt

converge in B* and 9r(H),
H-differentiable
with

Therefore,

and

i’ 0

respectively.

11
e-AtD2rtf(x)

Moreover,

dt

Gnf

is twice

G,,f is in the domain of N and

(x) = 0 since 11r,f /jm < 1f Iin for all t > 0. By
But lim,,, e-+,f
Theorem 3 (d), limfi,, e-+,f(x)
= f (x). Hence, we have NGnf(x)
=
f (4

-

hG,,f (4

Proof of Theorem 5. Let f(x) ~
y in B. Then 1 ytf (x) - YJ (0):
Moreover, I Rf (x)i < p Ii x //. It is
H-differentiable
and the derivatives

f (y)l < p !I x - y 1:for all x and
< pe-” 1~x iI. Hence Rf exists.
easy to check that Rf is twice

are given by

Pq-(.x)
7.im
tit.
0Pr,f(.r)
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Observe that, by Theorem 3, the above integrals converge in B*
and Zr(H), respectively. Therefore, Rf is in the domain of N and

By Theorem

3 (d), lim,!, ~J(x)

=f(~).

Yllf(4 = J-,f (e-Ox+

Y)

But

rcl(4)

= J; f(e- + 7) &,-z&+9
= kB.f[e-a.y
+ (1 r

e-2a)1jzy] p,(dy).

Hence by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence
lim atar,fW = JB~(Y) P,VY). Therefore,NRf

theorem, we have
= f - .Lf(~h(d~).

Proof of Theorem 6. By [3, Lemma 3.2.11 a bounded uniformly
continuous function on B can be uniformly approximated by bounded
Lip-l functions. Hence we may assume that f is a bounded Lip-l
function. Since p,f converges uniformly to .f as t -+ 0, we will finish
the proof if we show that U(X) = pJ (x) has the desired properties.
Goodman [I] h as shown that u has the properties in (i). On the other
hand, by [3, Theorem 31, u satisfies (ii).
Proof of Theorem 7. Clearly, a function f E C,(B) can be uniformly
approximated by Lip-l functions in C,(B). Hence we may assume
that f E C,(B) is a Lip-l function. Define u = p,f. Then u satisfies
the conditions in Theorem 6. For any a > 0, we have
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For any E > 0, choose a so large that the second term is less than
c/2. Obviously, the first term converges to zero as 11x I/ + u=. Hence
21E C,(B).
By [3, Proposition 91 DU and D”u are given by

(W.4, h) ; =f-l jBf(x + y)(h,Y)P,(dY),
(m4(.z)h, k) = f-l jB f(.\. -I- y)Wl(k

y)(k

Y) -

(k

k)) P,(dY),

where h and k are in E-I. Therefore.

I(Du(x),
h)l"z-ct-' -1,If(.y+ y)l"pt(dy)
jB(h,y)" p,(dy)
z

/ 11 j2 jB I f(x

f-1

f

r)i”

Pt(dY).

L y)i”

pt(dr);l”-

Hence, we have
~(Du(x)l <

t

-1j2

)j,

.

1f(.v

The same argument above shows that j &(x)1 + 0 as // x 1;-+ u;.
Similarly, there is some constant a independent of t and x such that

Hence /I D2~(~)lJsp(H) -+ 0 as I( x I/ +

co.

can be identified
as
Proof of Theorem 8. Note that L’(B,p,)
Lr(B, , $J, where a, is the Wiener measure in B, with parameter 1.
Therefore,
we need to show that C,(B,) is dense in L’(B, , p,).
Obviously, a function f in L’(&, , PI) can be approximated in L’-norm
by bounded continuous functions. Therefore, we may assume that f
is bounded and continuous. Let Q,,, denote the sequence of projections
as introduced
before the statement of this theorem. Then by
Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem f 0 Q,, -+ f in L’(B, , fir).
But

where p1 is the Gauss measure in QnB, with parameter 1. I,et E, be
a sequence of positive numbers converging to 0 as n + ^JC. For

UHLENBECK-ORNSTEIN
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function g,, defined on _O,,Bowith compact

f
I fey) - sn(y)~r ddy)
. QnBo
Definef,, on B, byf,(x)
continuous. Moreover,

75

= g,(&x).

Thenf,,

< En.
is bounded and uniformly

Hence .f,, -f
in Lr(B, , j,). Let & be a Lip-l function on [0, a)
such that 0 < (bs < 1, &k(x) = 1 for 0 < x < h and &(x) = 0 for
x 2 k L I. Let // * /lo be the norm of B, . Then for each n, &(I1 . I~,,)fit,
is bounded,
uniformly
continuous,
and has bounded support.
in
Lr-norm
as k -+ x. Obviously, we
Moreover,
A4 *IloML-+I,,
have proved the theorem.
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